
Tokyo is the capital of Japan and is located on the south-

eastern part of the Honshu Island, located in Southeast 

Asia. The population of Metro Tokyo is over 33 million, 

one of the most densely populated places on the planet. 

The history of Tokyo consists of the battle of Sekigahara 

in 1600, the most important battle in the history of Japan. 

Also, the modernization of the city in the 1900s is very 

important as well. The main language in Tokyo is Japa-

nese and English is also widely spoken. The climate of 

Tokyo is somewhat mild. The high in the summer is 

about 78° while in the winter, the high is about 42°. 

Tokyo is a very modern city with technology being its 

main industry. Tokyo also exports automobiles and 

furniture. Some attractions include Shinjuku (the hectic 

transit center), Shibuya (the trendy shopping district), 

Ueno Park (the hub of cultural events), Asakusa (the 

historical 

district) 

and Ginza 

(the 

upscale 

shopping 

district).   
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For more Information: 

For more information, please visit: 
Moscow, Russia: 

1. http://www.moscow-life.com/info/info.php 
2. http://www.moscow.info 

St. Petersburg, Russia: 
1. http://www.saint-petersburg.com/ 
2. http://petersburgcity.com/city/generalinfor

mation/ 

Berlin, Germany: 

1. http://www.berlin-tourist-
information.de/english/berlin-

infos/e_bi_stadtinfos_mauer.php 
2. http://www.havetravelfun.com/germany/be

rlin/berlin-information.htm#language 

Dubai, United Arab Emirates: 
1. http://www.dubai.com/v/cityinfo/ 

Tokyo, Japan: 

1. http://www.sakura-
house.com/tips/tokyo_general/history/hist
ory.htm 

2. http://www.wcities.com/en/guide/fun_facts
/80/guide.html 

3. http://www.infoplease.com/ce6/world/A08
61581.html 
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Moscow, Russia 

Moscow is the capital of Russia and is located in the far west of the 

country on the river Moskva. It is located in Asia, just east of Europe. It 

has a population of 11,273,400 (as of 2004). It has many billionaires and 

art museums. Many famous artists lived there. Moscow also hosted the 

1980 Olympics. The language in Moscow is Russian. The climate is about 

the same as the northern US (the high temp is about 71°F in July).  The 

main industry is oil products and natural 

gas. Attractions include art centers, the 

Opera House, the Cathedral (shown at 

right), and the Red Square (shown below). 
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Berlin, Germany is located in Northeast Germany and 

is in Central Europe. The population of Berlin is about 

3.4 million people. The history of Berlin, Germany 

includes the Berlin Wall, the Nazis with Adolf Hitler, 

and the Holocaust. The language in Berlin is German 

and Turkish. The climate is like the southern US with 

cool winters and mild to hot summers. The industry in 

Berlin includes machinery construction, electronics, 

chemicals, and automobiles. In Berlin, you can visit 

many cool places including museums (shown below), 

Internet Cafes, and fancy restaurants.     

 Dubai, United Arab Emirates is located in the Middle 

East along the southern shore of the Persian Gulf on the 

Arabian Peninsula. Dubai’s population is about 1.5 mil-

lion. Dubai’s history consists of the earliest inhabitants in 

the area in 3000BC. When the Depression began in 1929, 

Dubai was greatly affected as the rest of the world was. 

Many people in Dubai speak Arab and in business, Arab 

and English is common. The climate in Dubai is like a 

desert. It can get really hot in the summer and at night, the 

temperature only lowers to 50°-60°. The industry in 

Dubai consists of oil, electronics, and tourism. Attractions 

in Dubai consists of 

museums, the beach, 

and skiing. Yes, indoor 

skiing (shown below). 

  

St. Petersburg, Russia 

St. Petersburg, Russia is along the border of Europe and Russia (located in Asia). It has the 

Neva River running straight through it creating “The City on 101 Islands”. It has a 

population of about 4,750,000 as of 1998. It is the most northern city with over 1,000,000 

people. The history includes the “900 day siege of Leningrad (St. Petersburg)”. This was a 

major event in history during WWII. It was also Russia’s old capital. The language spoken 

in St. Petersburg is Russian. The climate can be compared to Canada’s climate: cold during 

the winter and mild in the summer. St. Petersburg’s main industry is electronics and 

technology equipment. Some attractions in St. Petersburg are sightseeing tours, museums 

(shown bottom left), and parks (shown bottom right).  
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